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* the above table lists the mobile phones that are
compatible with the vodafone wi-fi hub (m500, m55,
m58 and m-series dect handsets). the vodafone wi-fi
hub firmware is compatible with these mobile
phones. ** the above table lists the mobile phones
that can be provisioned over the vodafone wi-fi hub
(m500, m55, m58 and m-series dect handsets). the
vodafone wi-fi hub firmware is compatible with these
mobile phones. *** the above table lists the mobile
phones that are compatible with the vodafone wi-fi
hub firmware but are not able to be provisioned over
the vodafone wi-fi hub (m500, m55, m58 and m-
series dect handsets). if the vodafone wi-fi hub is
connected to 4g backup, you may want to perform a
factory reset. please be aware, performing a factory
reset will restore any customization to the default
option (including any wi-fi name or password
changes), disconnect any saved devices and
automatically install any new firmware updates (this
may take up to 10 minutes). to perform a factory
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reset, follow these steps: the firmware package for
the vodafone k3806z is currently version 1.19.4. this
version may be listed as version 1.4, 1.5, 1.6, etc on
the release notes. the change from version 1.4 to
version 1.5 is a minor update that is only related to
firmware version numbers. version 1.5 is identical to
version 1.4 and is recommended for most users. new
features introduced in version 1.6 are not included in
version 1.5 and are only included in the firmware
package for version 1.6. if you have problems, check
the system log. this is located at
/sdcard/android/system/log/debug.txt. look for any
errors that may have occurred during the upgrade
process. if you continue to have problems, you may
be able to rollback to the previous firmware version
by following the instructions below.
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changes), disconnect any saved devices and
automatically install any new firmware updates (this

may take up to 10 minutes). to perform a factory
reset, follow these steps: the firmware package for

the vodafone k3806z is currently version 1.19.4. this
version may be listed as version 1.4, 1.5, 1.6, etc on

the release notes. the change from version 1.4 to
version 1.5 is a minor update that is only related to

firmware version numbers. version 1.5 is identical to
version 1.4 and is recommended for most users. new
features introduced in version 1.6 are not included in

version 1.5 and are only included in the firmware
package for version 1.6. if you have problems, check

the system log. this is located at
/sdcard/android/system/log/debug.txt. look for any
errors that may have occurred during the upgrade

process. if you continue to have problems, you may
be able to rollback to the previous firmware version

by following the instructions below. 5ec8ef588b
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